China Continues Support to Afghanistan

It post-withdrawal Afghan, one of the countries that can play the most important and supportive role in People’s Republic of China, China, Beijing, returning to the region, as China is the country keenly interested in construction, development and peace. And, China at the moment seems to be in a role.

It has been more than 60 years since the establishment of diplomatic relations between Afghanistan and China, and China has established close-quality diplomatic relations with Afghanistan on January 20, 1956, which was then followed by the President of the People’s Republic of China, Zhou Enlai, and the President of the People’s Republic of Afghanistan, Nur Muhammad Taraki, to meet and set up the relations between the two countries. The event was celebrated at the Afghan Presidential Palace attended by President Ashraf Ghani, Chinese Vice-President Han Changfu, Afghanistan’s CEO Abdullah Abduh, former Afghan president Hamid Karzai, the cabinet members, parliamentarians and 800 senior figures of Afghanistan.

Both the countries also signed three cooperation agreements after Chinese Vice-President Han Changfu arrived on the President’s Palace. It can be said that the two countries hope that they would continue to support Afghanistan in this regard. Afghan President Ashraf Ghani also believes that China could really support Afghanistan in the ongoing challenges. He, on many occasions, has expressed hope that Beijing could play a proactive role in Afghan peace process, and also emphasized that the Chinese should continue to support Afghanistan as a whole region.

On the other hand, China can also have an immense role to play in the economic stability of Afghanistan and promoting the business and financial self-reliance of the Afghan people. For example, China has always continued to support Afghanistan in different sectors as well. Education and culture is one of the most important sectors. On December 13, 2014, China said that it would support Afghan education, training and development, and the people’s livelihood of Afghanistan, and granted praised to the city on the outskirts of Kabul. The city is located in the outskirts of Kabul. The city is located in the outskirts of Kabul. The city is located in the outskirts of Kabul.

Since the war had ended from NATO to Afghan armies and the struggle for special purposes, the world has been going through great changes on the way to the end of their struggle and has been suffering from security and security challenges. As a result, between 1 January and March 2014, the United Nations had recorded a per cent decrease from the same period in 2013.

Currently, the Afghan government is facing a severe Islamic State (IS) group challenge ahead of NUG and Afghan soldiers. There are reports that China is trying to recruit children under the age of 16 in the Islamic and brainwash them to use as a vehicle for their political interest.
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